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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a real connected s misimple Ligroup having finite center. Fixa 
maximal compact subgroup K of G and let Bbe a Cartan involution of G 
which fixes K elementwise. We shall denote he differential of 6 by 13 again; 
in particular, 8: g -+ g, g = LA(G), and g = f + B (resp. G =K exp s) will 
denote the Cartan decompositions of g (resp. G) (f = LA(K)). Assume that 
rk(G/K) = 1. Let b be a B-stable Cartan subalgebra of ghaving maximal 
split part; put a= h f7 s. We denote byP(a) (resp. P(A), A = exp a) the set of 
parabolic subalgebras (resp. arabolic subgroups) whose split part is a 
(resp. A) All further unexplained notation is as below. 
IfQEP(A),FcR,JFI<03,wemaydefineforfEC,”(G:F)theFourier 
transform of f relative to the principal series representations 7~c,~,~. The 
definition of this (operator valued) transform is simply 
&Lf-)(Q:x:v> = ~,,,ntf) = 4,,,,(f), 
(j’(x) =f(x-I)). By its very definition &(f)(Q:x:v) is a linear 
endomorphism of Rc,X,u,F. 
If rk(G) = d(K) and B is a Cartan subgroup ofG contained in K then we 
also define for A E LB’ the operator valued transform, 
where x,, denotes the discrete series representation parametrized by A ELJ . 
We then set ST(f) =XH(f) if rk(G) >r/c(K), and R(f) = 
VXfh T,(f>) if rk(G) = WO 
In Section 6 we introduce thLp Schwartz spaces Q’(G :F) for 1< p < 2. 
From the definition of these spaces it follows that if 1 ,< p’ < p < 2 then 
* Research partially supported by NSF Grant MPS-06691. 
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Cp(G 9’) E ‘Zp’(G :F) GFp(G 3) C_ Q*(G:F) =Q(G 3). One can show 
using the estimates forthe matrix coefficients of therepresentations rcQ,*,,, 
and R,, that he map Sr can be lifted to Q(G:F) (and hence to gp(G:F)). 
The image of %Y(G:F) under this map has been characterized by Arthur in 
] l-31, and by Harish-Chandra in [9-l 11. Arthur actually considers a more 
general problem, i.e., characterizing the mage of g(G) (no restriction on K- 
type). The major esult ofthis paper is the characterization of the image of 
the map f + ST(f) when it is restricted to %Yp(G :F) (1 < p < 2). 
Let us now describe thcontents of the various sections f this paper. In
Sections 3 through 5 we introduce thproperties and estimates of the matrix 
elements of the principal anddiscrete series representations. In Section 7 we 
introduce thFourier t ansform ST,and then analyze the image of CT(G :F). 
As it turns out this analysis is extremely important in characterizing the 
image of qp(G:F). It is useful inunderstanding the contents of the subse- 
quent sections to make this last point more precise. 
In the case that rk(G) >rk(K), the analysis of the transform is quite 
simple. Hence let us assume that rk(G) = rk(K). Given aE CF(G :F) let, 
and 
We shall call #,iTHca, and #,r,Ca, wave packets. Itfollows from the above cited 
works of Arthur and Harish-Chandra that(,Ft(,)(x) = a(x). However, ifwe 
call the first ummand above ‘a and the second aA then ‘a and aA are not of 
compact support. Hence, “a(x) = -aA off of the support ofa. Johnson 
[ 131 has shown that aA ]a+(p) (with log asufficiently large) can be expressed 
as a sum of residues (the result ofreplacing thematrix elements of #Q,X,, by 
their asymptotic expansions (the coefficients of which are only meromorphic 
functions) and shifting theintegration on F = ia* into the “complex plane” 
< = a,*). The residues canbe written asexponential infinite series. Hence, 
for log a sufficiently large, -a,(a) is a finite linear combination of these 
exponential series. On the other hand ‘a is a finite linear combination of 
matrix elements of discrete series and hence -aA must give an asymptotic 
expansion of these discrete series matrix elements. Thesignificance of this 
will be explicated presently. 
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Campoli 141 in his Rutgers dissertation observed that using the above 
information about aA one could produce a a E Cp(G :F) such that the 
matrix elements of .-7,@) and a finite number of their derivatives with 
respect tov have prescribed values at the points v where the asymptotic 
expansions have singularities. But this, as was pointed out to me by David 
Ragozin, allows one to start with an L(~~,X,y,F,~p,X,y,F)-valued function L 
with properties of .F”(a) (a E CF(G:F)) (i.e., holomorphy on <, growth 
conditions, and having matrix elements which satisfy the same linear 
relations (i.e., relations of linear dependence) asdo the matrix entries of
GX.L. and their derivatives with respect tov at singular v (of order < order of 
the singularity of he asymptotic expansion)) andform an auxillary function 
pL E CF(G : F) such that L -FM@?,) has zeroes of the correct order at all 
the singular points and hence by the results of Johnson 
4. - 4 f&31.) E CF(G :F). But this means that #L - d f,,(4LI + pLE Cp(G 3’) Z- 
I$~ + “P, E C,“(G :F). Applying this to the case where L = ST,(a) and using 
the fact that a=“a + aA we see that as aA + “pt E CT(G:F) then 
‘a -“P, E CT(G:F). But any f E “@(G:F) is a real analytic function, hence 
we have ‘a = “P,. However, /?, is defined byrequiring that he matrix entries 
of .F,(/3p,) havethe same values (as well as it derivatives) as STj(a) at the 
singular points. The above identity then translates o a connection between 
.&(a) and .&(a), which reflects he already mentioned fact that 
“a(x) = -a,(x) off of the support of a. 
Let us interpret h re the significance of the derivatives which occur in the 
above mentioned linear relations ( ote these relations do not appear to be 
just a reformulation of the embedding of discrete series inprincipal series 
which would be given by linear elations without derivatives). A  we 
observed -a,,,(u) log u sufficiently large) can be written asan infinite series 
which then gives an asymptotic expansion of the discrete s ries matrix 
elements involved in‘a. The singularities n theasymptotic expansions of the 
matrix elements oftic+X,, occur at points v where the second order differential 
equation which gives rise to he expansion has pathological problems vis-a-vis 
the roots of the indicial equation. The necessity of the derivatives can be 
explained bythis. 
In Section 8 we begin the analysis ofF(gp(G :F)). As in the compact 
support case we have for every operator valued function L with the charac- 
teristic properties of YH(f) (fE Fp(G:F)) (i.e., holomorphy on the interior 
of a certain strip F(Q: 2/p - 1) x.F, linear relations amongst its matrix 
entries a in the compact case but now only for those vwhich are singular 
points of the asymptotic expansion a d which lie in the strip sT(Q: 2/p - l), 
and growth conditions) we again can form an auxillary function 
PL E CP(G :F) such that 9, - # F,,H(4,) E QP(G:F). This is done in Section 9.
Arguing as before with L =X,(f) (f E gP(G :F)) we have as f = 
“fp + “fpc + f, , where “fD EFp(G : F), “fp, E VP’(G :F) with-2 > p’ > p and 
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9, - $ F”H(BL) +PL=dL+oPL~@P(G:F) that o~,,p,+Ofp~E~p(G:J’)n 
Qp’(G:F) = 0. Again this leads to a relation between &j(j) and s”,(f). 
Hence, taking F = (F,, FH) satisfying natural properties together with the 
above mentioned relation between FH and FB we easily show that 
dF E gJ’(G: F)(this explicated in Section 11) and ST(dF) = F. This gives 
the desired characterization. 
For results of asimilar nature the reader isreferred to the already cited 
dissertation of C mpoli, and to [6, 7, 12, 16, 191. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let G, K be as in Section 1.In what follows Lie groups and their 
subgroups will be denoted byupper case Latin letters andtheir Lie algebras 
by the corresponding lower case German letter; thecorresponding upper case 
German letters a ereserved forthe lements of the nveloping al ebra. 
Let M be a differentiable manifold, W (resp. (W, y)) be a finite dimen- 
sional vector space (resp. a finite dimensional double unitary K-module). The
space of infinitely differentiable functions  M taking values inW and those 
of compact support (resp. the y-spherical nfinitely differentiable functions 
and those of compact support) will be denoted byP(M: IV) and CF(M: IV) 
(resp. P(M: W: y), C~(A4: W: 7)). When W = C we suppress the W in the 
notations C”(M: ?V) and CF(M : W). 
If A is an arbitrary setB E A we denote by‘B the complement of B in A. 
Further ifB is a finite subset ofA then we denote he number of elements in 
B by the notation 1 B I. 
If V is a vector space over R we shall denote byV, its complexification; 
i.e., V,= V@, C. Let v* (resp. V,*) denote he real (resp. complex) dual of 
V (resp. V,); S(V) (resp. S(V,)) the symmetric algebra over V (resp. V,). 
For an arbitrary Liegroup L let us denote by L the set of equivalence 
classes of irreducible unitary epresentations of L. 
Suppose now that M is as above and there exists a topological a tion fK 
on M on both the right and left. If <E R let xr denote he character of < and 
rI, r, denote he left and right actions of K on M. We shall write for Fc Z?, 
IFJ < co, C”O(M :F) and Cr(M:F) for the subspaces of Cm(M) and C:(M), 
respectively, of those functions f which satisfy thefollowing forall. < EF, 
44 I, conj x1(k) f(G) 4 dk 
= d(t-1 j  f(mr,(k>> conj xr(k) dk= f(m), 
K 
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where d(c) denotes the degree of r. If A c P’(M) is a subspace then we shall 
use A(F) for the corresponding subspace ofP(M:F). 
Let g = f + s be a Cartan decomposition of g, 6’ the corresponding Cartan 
involution of g (we also use 0 for the involution of G). Let h be a 0 stable 
Cartan subalgebra of gwith maximal vector part. Put a = $ n B and assume 
dim a = 1. If rank(G) = rank(K) let B be a Cartan subgroup G contained 
in K. 
For any Cartan subalgebra I c g let d(g,, I,) denote the nonzero roots of 
the pair (SC, I,). We denote by W(g,, I,.) the group generated by the 
reflections s,, aE A(g,, 1,). When 1 is understood weshall simply write IV; 
we refer to W as the Weyl group (of the pair (gc, I,)). 
If we have an action of A on B we denote by B* the set of A-invariants 
in B. 
Let M = Cent,(a), M’ = Norm,(a). Then A4 and M’ are compact groups, 
and W(A) = M/M is a finite group. If x E fi, (I’, a)is an M-module in the 
class x, v E a,*, and w E M’ then we shall write wu and WV for the following: 
wa(m) = a(w-‘mw) (m E W, 
w(H) = v(Ad,,- ,(H)) (HE a). 
Obviously if u’ is also f class x then wu’ and wu are again of the same 
class, i.e., M’ acts on A?l. Note also that he action of M’ on CJ and v depends 
only on the residue class of w in W(A). If s E W(A) we shall have occasion 
to write su, sx, and sv, which then have their obvious meaning. 
Let P(A) denote the set of all parabolic subgroups of G whose split 
component is A. Let Q E P(A), and Q = MANc be its Langlands decom- 
position ( ote that M is as above). We put m, = m + a and note that hc m1 , 
and is a Cartan subalgebra of the reductive algebra m,. Let W = W(g,, l),), 
W, = W(m,,, h,). Then in a natural way we may consider W, as a subgroup 
of W. This gives rise to an inclusion map vi : Bw- &“‘I. If q = LA(Q), we 
shall write A(q, a) for the nonzero roots of the pair (q,, a,). 
Let 3 (resp. 3,) denote the center of 6 (resp. ‘Jn,). Then there xists a 
canonical algebra isomorphism ,U(resp. ,) of 3 (resp. 3 i) with 8” 
(resp. $jwl). We have the relation ,U= v, o ,~i. Elements of 8 can be 
considered as polynomial functions on I$. If u E 8, A E hr we write u(A) 
for the evaluation of u at A. If z E 3 (resp. 6 E 3,) let ,B(Z :.4) =,~(z)(/l) 
(rev. k(t:A) =.4(0(~)). W e note that if s E W (resp. W,) then ,U(Z :sA) =
,u(z:A) (resp. ,~i(<:sA) =,~i(<:/i)). 
To each of the Cartan subgroups ofG we have fixed we shall associate  
series ofrepresentations as follows. Let Q E P(A), Q = MAN. Let x E A, 
u E x, v E a,*, and put ~c,~,” = Indz(u @ r,), where &(a) = e”(‘oga) ( sthe 
exponential map restricted to s is a diffeomorphism then if x = exp X we 
write X = log x), and u 0 <, is extended toQ by making it trivial on N. We 
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shall assume that rcc,,,, acts by right translation and itrepresents G on Rc,*, 
in the compact picture (i.e., functions defined onK), or on RQ,X,r,, in the 
noncompact picture (i.e., functions defined on G). 
Let n&u) = (v, a) (v E a,*), where a denotes the unique simple root of 
d(q, a), (., .) denotes the Killing form on a,*. Let X = (-l)“* a , Xc = a:, 
XR = a*. We shall say that vE s3; is regular ifnc(v) f 0. We denote he set 
of regular elements of ST, Rc, and FR by Sr’, ;TA and XL, respectively. 
It is known (cf. [ 11, Lemma 13.31) that r~c,~,” is irreducible for all vE X’. 
Moreover, 7~c,,~,” is unitarily equivalent to 71p2,sX,sv for allE X’, s E W(A), 
and Q,, Q2 E P(A). Hence, there exists anisometry ~~,,a2:~*1,x,,,~~~~,~~,~,, 
such that. 
~,,a*(s~x~V)~~,,~,“(~)=~o,,,.,“(X)~,,o~(~~X~V) (x E G). 
Moreover, for Q,, Q2, s, and x fixed, the function v -+J$,&s :x :v) has a 
meromorphic extension t  5. 
Suppose that F%(G) = r/c(K) and B is as before a Cartan subgroup ofG 
contained inK. Then there xists a lattice L, c b,* such that L, is 
isomorphic to 8. Let W(G/B) denote the finite group Norm,(B)/B. Then 
W(G/B) acts on L;, the regular elements of L,. Let LB’ be a fundamental 
domain for this action. To each A E LL there isa representation o(A) whose 
matrix elements are L* functions  G (hereafter let uswrite G* and more 
generally Gp for the quivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations 
of G whose K-finite matrix coefftcients are LP ummable onG). It is known 
that if Ar, A, E Lb then o&4,) is equivalent to ~(4,) if and only if AI = s/l, 
for some s E W(G/B). In particular thenLB’ uniquely parametrizes th  class 
of representations corre ponding to B. We shall denote byRA the represen- 
tation space of w(A). 
Let us now fix F c R, 1 FI < co. If L is a Lie group, N a compact subgroup 
of L, 71 arepresentation of L which when restricted to N is unitary then we 
shall write for SE fl, [7c:6], for the multiplicity of 6 in the direct sum 
decomposition of R restricted to N.With this notation let us put b?(F) =
{x E A: [6:x], > 1 for some 6 E I;), and LB+.F = {A E LB’ : [w(A):& > 1 
for some SE F}. Then I&(F)/ < co, jLB+,FI < co, and we have by the 
Frobenius reciprocity theorem that [II~,~,” : S] # 0for some 6 E F if and only 
if xE A?(F). 
Let nbe a representation of G a Hilbert space 3. If 6 E k let us write 
Z8 for the isotypic component ofA? corresponding to 6. Further ifF c R 
and I FI < 03 let us put 
zF= y &“. 
SEF 
It will be necessary in the sequel tofix some further notation. First, for 
each xE A?(F) we shall choose and fix arepresentative (0, V,) in the class of
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x. As c is fixed we shall write ~c,~,~ and dBpp.x (or ~Q.J in place of nQ,o,u 
and RQ,O (or RQ,,,,). Next it will be necessary to fix an orthonormal b sis 
for &,,,F and 4.F. Let y E F and put nh:r) =dimRQ,x,Y, n(A:v) =
dimZ*,J(i E LB+,f). Let{#,,,(Q :x): 1 < IQ n(y : y)} be an orthonormal b sis 
for ZQ,,,; and {$?,,(A): 1 < 1 < n(/i : y)} an orthonormal b sis for ZA,l.. 
If y E F, x7 denotes the character of y, and rY= d(y) conj. x7. Then let 
(x E G) 
and 
C(x) = n/t(b) n*(x) ~A(&) 
G.&U(~) E L(&,~,F’ XQ,X,F) and c(x) EJ~(R~,,,R~,~). For any finite 
dimensional vector space V we use the notation t(V, V) to denote he set of 
linear maps of V into itself. 
If Q E P(A) we shall consistently use the following notation: 
and 
do(m) = (det Ad,,,)“’ (mEMA) 
Let 
(HE a). 
A +(Q) = (a E A: ea(‘ogm’ > 1}, 
where a= czQ is the unique simple root in d(q, a). 
3. ASYMPTOTICS OF MATRIX ENTRIES OF PRINCIPAL SERIES 
Let V= C”O(K X K) and equip V with the P-topology. V is then a 
Frechet space. We define a double representation r = (r,, r2) on V as 
follows. If kj, Uj E K (j = 1, 2), vE V then let 
r,(k,) ut2(k2)(u, :u2) = u(uI k, :k,u,). 
Often we shall write s(k)v for rl(k)v and us(k) for ur2(k). r is then a 
differentiable representation. We canplace anorm on V, namely, the L2- 
norm which we denote by11 .IIy. Inthis norm it is clear that is unitary. If 
F c g is as before l t V, denote he subspace ofall uE V such that 
u = ( c,(k) r(k) vdk = j (F(k) m(k) dk. K K 
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Then V, is stable under K. Let (VF, r) denote the double K-representation 
given by restricting 7 to VF. 
Let (a, V,,) beas before the chosen representative of he class x Efi(F). A 
function X from K X K into L( V,, V,) will be said to be smooth if it is 
continuous and
X(m,k, : k,m,) =u(m,).T(k, : ) a(m,) Cm,, m2 E M, k,, k, E W. 
By Lemma 6.1 of [ 111 we see that here exists a linear bijection T+ Xi of 
J%%,,,.9 Rc,X,F) into the space of smooth functions such that 
(Th)(k,) = j- Z;(k2 :k,) h(k;‘) dk, (h E 4iX.m k, E W. 
K 
If x E &(l;) let Lh) denote the subspace ofall fE C*(M : V, : rM) 
(rM = r,,) such that for all m, m,, m, E M, m +f(m, : m : m,) belongs tothe 
span of the matrix elements of(u, V,). For T E L(RQ,X,F,RQ,X,P) let 
I,U~ E Lk) be defined asfollows. If m E M, y,(m) is the element v E V, 
given by 
v(k, :k2) = yv,(k, : m : k2) =tr(&(k, : k,) u(m)}. 
by Lemma 7.1 of [ 111 the map T-t wT is a bijection. 
Choose Q E*P(A). AsG = KQ, Q = MANp, M c K, and G = KANe is an 
Iwasawa decomposition of G then given xE G there xists K~(x) E K, 
q&4 E A, no(x) E No such that x = K~(x) a&x) nc(x). Put H@(x) =
1% Q&4 
DEFINITION 1. Let yELC;C) kEM(F)), vE&, QEP(A). Then put 
E(Q : v/ :v : x) = 1 t&k) r(k-‘) e("-pQ)HQ(xk) dk,
K 
where yl(xk) = r(qJxk)) ty( 1). 
THEOREM 1 (Harish-Chandra [ 11 I). Let T E End(Zc,,,F). Then
E(Q : IJI= : v : k, :x : k2) =tr(T$j,,,(klxk2)) 
fork,,k,EKandxEG. 
Let h be as in Section 2.If H is a O-stable Cartan subgroup ofG 
corresponding to h,H = H,A, where HI = H n M, and HI is a Cartan 
subgroup ofM. If xE ti then there exists lx~ a, such that if I= log & then 
for all zE 3, u ES&, (= the set of analytic ve tors ofRc,x,D) 
no,&) 0 = p(z : 1 + v) v. 
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As QG,,.F cZ& then by Theorem 1we have 
for all vE .E, v/E L(x), and x E G. 
LEMMA 1. Ler u E SC<), d, = deg(u). Then ifz E 3, y E Lh), we have 
E(Q : y : u; u : x; (z - ,u(z :R f v))~u+ ‘)= 0 
for allxEG, vE.<. 
Proof: Let u E S(YJ, v E Lh), and x E G. Then 
E(Q : y : v; u: x) = 
I 
y(xk) s(k-‘) u(H,(xk)) e(“-pQ’HQ’Xk’ dk. 
K 
Put p=pQ, H=H,, and 
F(v : x) = u/(x) u(H(x)) e(“-pJH(x), 
F(v :x : k) = F(u :x) t(k-‘). 
Then if zE 3, 
E(Q:y/:v;u:x;z)= F(v:x;z:k)dk 
I K 
= F(v:xk;z)z(k-‘)dk. 
I K 
Suppose that V(Z) = CT=, &ai, where ri E 3, (= center ofW), ai E ‘u, and v 
is the map of 3 into 3, induced byv, .Then it is easy to check that 
E(Q:y:v;u:x;z)= i . 
J 
F(v : Xk; <i 0 d,’ 0 Qi 0 d,) t(k-‘) dk. 
i=l X 
But if H E a we have for all kE Z, k > 0, 
yl(xk) u(H(xk); H”‘) v(H)~-“’ e(“-D)H’xk). 
And if qE W then 
F(v : xk; s) = w(xk; q) u(H(xk)) e(“-p)H(xk). 
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Hence as p,(~a)=p~(~)a (IIE 3,, a E “II) and &‘)=~i(V(z)) (Ze3) we 
have 
E(Q : I// : v; u : x; (z -p(z : I + v))) = y 1 Fi(v :xk) dk, 
K 
where Fi(v :x : k) = y/(xk) r(k-‘) u,.(v : H(xk)) e(“--p)H(xk), where for each 
v E Xc, ui(v) E S(T) and deg ui < d, - 1. A simple induction n wgives the 
result. 
For what follows itwill be convenient to identify < with C by choosing 
Q E P(A) and letting a = ac be the unique simple root of d(q, a); now define 
a map C -6 via z + za. Under this identification pp c rresponds to 
f( p+ 2q), where p= dim g, and q = dim gzd. It will be convenient to write 
v + pa in place of v + t( p + 2q). 
Let wi denote the Casimir element of m, and let {O, ..., 19 } be an 
enumeration f the eigenvalues of rz(wl). We let I$’ = {v E VF: 
r(m) 2, = us(m), m E M}. 
LetnEZ,n>l, l<i,j<Iandput 
Put IT’ = C\{r”,i,j: 1 & n < co, 1 & i, j < 1). Then [r’ is an open connected 
set. For v E [r’, n E Z, n > 1 inductively define T,(v) E L(e, I$!) as 
follows: putT,(v) = 1, and 
+ kv 11412 - (n -41) Il4l’l L&91 
+ 8 z 1 iw- 1) t*v*> ~2V-,)~“-(2,-1, (VI) 
AEP+ 1>1 
I=LZ 
- 8 C 1 4r,(YA Y-J - r2(YA Y-d} L2,W 
.y==‘,’ I>1 
- 8 C C WYA Y-J - r2(YA Y-d1 Ldv). 
AEPC 1>1 
X=za 
Here, P is a positive system of roots for d(g, h) such that if P- = {a E P: 
ala=O), P+=P\P-, then Q=C AEP+ gcA n g. If 1 E P we write 1 for the 
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restriction of A to a. The above summations on1 are finite, stopping when the 
subscript of I-, becomes zero r when I + 1 would make * negative. Onecan 
show (cf. [23, p. 286 ]) that he functions v -+ T,,(v) are well defined and are 
rational functions of v, holomorphic on[r’. Let P’ = {v E C: v -pa E 8’). 
LEMMA 2. The functions v + T,,(v --pa) are well defined and 
holomorphic on P. The singularities of h e functions arepoles occurring at 
5k,i.j - PQ (1 < k < n, 1 < i, j< 1). In particular there xists but a finite 
number of poles of the Z,, in the half plane Re(v) < 0 and all belong toYR. 
Let a E A + (Q) and set, 
@(u : a) = 5 r,(v -pa) e("-pQ-nn)'oga, 
fl=O 
r= (vEC* :v,-VEP}. 
THEOREM 2 (Harish-Chandra, (cf. [23]). For any v E [r, tE W(A), 
Q E P(A) there exists unique& determined elements C,,,(t : v) E L(e, I’$‘), 
such that if v/ E Cm@4 : Vg : rM) then 
E(Q : IJ :v : a) = \’ 
I.;;iA) 
@(tv :a) C,,,(t : v) w(1) 
for all u E A+(Q). Moreover, the functions C,,,(t :v) (t E W(A)) are 
holomorphic on iT. 
We shall need some properties of the functions C,,,(t : v) which we now 
list. The reader is referred to [ 111 for details. 
(1) There exists si > 0 such that if Z(V) = (v, CX~)~+¶ then 
X(V) CQ,,c2(s : v)extends to a holomorphic function fv on X: = {v E flc :
IIRe VII < &,I. Here Q1, Q, E P(A). 
(2) Let s E W(A) and k, E K be such that AdkSla = s. Then if 
v E L(F) = ,&i(F) Lk) let us put (sty)(m) = r(k,) v(k; ‘mk,) z(k; ‘). It is 
easy to show that sy/ E L(F). Let s denote this map of L(F) into itself. We 
have then 
SCQ2,Q,(t : v> = CQ;,Q,(St : v), 
CQ2,Q,(t : v) s-l = CQ,,Q;(tS-’ : sv). 
c3) ‘QdQ, extends toa meromorphic function flc. 
(4) CmQ(l : v) and C,,,(l :-v) are holomorphic on the set 
(Re v, aQ) < 0. Hence from (2) above we have that if s E W(A), s# 1, then 
C,,,(s : v) and C,,dl : v) are holomorphic on(Re v, orQ) < 0. 
(5) Fix Q,, Q, E P(A), s E W(A), v E X’, and x E I@. Then 
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CQ~,~,(S : v) d emes a bijection of Lk) onto L(q). Let oCc,,c2(s : v) = f 
Cc,,c2(1 : SV)-’ Cc,,& : v). Then v-+ oCp,,p2(~ : V) defines a rational 
mapping of z into L@(F), L(F)). 
(6) There xists a function p: fi X K + C such that 
(A) For each xE i@, v-+ ,uu(x : v)is meromorphic on 5, holomorphic 
onX~forsomesz>O,,&:r)>OonSr’,and,u~:v)>Oonjr. 
(B) There xists a constant depending only on A, say C(A) such that 
for all Qr,Q,EP(A), tEW(A), vEST’,xEM(F), 
here if TE I@,(F), L(F)), T* denotes the adjoint of T, and 1, denotes the 
identity operator on Z&). 
(C) p(rx:tv)=p~:u) (xEA2, VEST, fE W(A)). 
(D) The only poles and zeroes of & : v) are simple, with the 
exception of v= 0, where & : v) may have azero f multiplicity two. The 
poles and zeroes are all in flR ;the poles are independent of x and occur at 
the points na/2, n E Z (cf. [ 141). 
(7) Fix Q E P(A), v, v’ Ejr’. Then the four linear t ansformations, 
C,,,(l : v>, C&l : v), C&l : v’), C&l : v’) 
commute with each other. Moreover, 
C&l : v)* = C&l : v), C&l : VI)* = Cc,& : v’). 
Combining this with (2) above we have if sE W(A), s# 1 then, 
C,,Q(S : s-Q)* = s*cr&J1 :v). 
Finally, combining this with (6B) we have that as meromorphic functions 
on& 
Pu(x : v> q&l : v> C,,Q(l : “IL(x) = WY 1x9 
,l& : -u)s-’ 0q&l : V) Cc,& : V) 0 &) = C(A)2 l,, 
where sE W(A), s# 1. 
(8) Again identify 6 with C. The function Cr,,(l : V) has matrix 
elements relative to some basis for L(F) which are finite linear combinations 
of functions f the following type: 
If q= dim gza # 0, p= dim g, they are of the form, 
r(4-‘(-v + I + pa - 2m)) r(2-I(-v + r - 2m - 2~2)) 
z-(4-y-v + r +/la>) * r(2-‘(-v + r - 2m + p)) ’ 
580/40/l 1 
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where m, n, r are nonnegative integers such that m + n < r/2, and r denotes 
the classical gamma function. 
If q= 0 then they are of the form, 
r(2-‘(--v + r- 2n)) 
W-7-v + r + p)) 
(cf. [23] and [16]). 
Remark. Combining the identities of (2) above, with (5) and (7) it 
follows that he holomorphy, growth and other properties of CQ,,c2(t : u) can 
be deduced from the same information about CQ,,(l : u). We must simply 
note that if v E ilR and r E IR then conj T(v + r) = T(-v + r). Hence, for 
example, asC,,dl : V) = C,,,(l : v)* for vEST, then C,,,-(l : V)has matrix 
entries which are of the form shown in (8) above with vreplaced by --v. 
From this observation we have the following: 
(9) det C,,n(l :4L,, is a meromorphic function with poles in a 
discrete subset ofYR. Hence taking determinants of both sides of the last 
two equations f (7) we see that det C,,,( 1 :v& = 0 if and only if vE .& 
and u belongs toa discrete setof points (i.e., thepoints where ither &: v) 
has a pole or det C,,n(l : v)ltcx, hasapole). But by [S] we see that here 
exists p E a* such that 01, a) > 0 and constants l;&), pj, qj E C (1 < j < g) 
such that if d= dim L(F) then 
From the above observations we see that he pi must belong to IR. It is clear 
then as l/T(z) has zeroes atthe nonnegative integers then det C,,,(l : V) = 0 
for at most finitely many points inRe v < 0. 
As (cf. [5]), 
T,,,(l :v) = C&l : v)-’ CCIQ(l : V), 
and TylQ(l :V) is a rational m pthen we see that det C,,dl : V) = 0 for at 
most afinite number of points (all of which belong to &) in Rev < 0. 
4. ESTIMATES FOR THE PRINCIPAL SERIES 
Recall that we have fixed F c R, ] F( < co. All choices made in this section 
are allowed todepend on F. 
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PROPOSITION 1 (Harish-Chandra [ 111). There exists E > 0, C > 0, and 
r > 0 such that 
PROPOSITION 2. Fix E, 0 < E < b, and Q E P(A). Then there xists a 
polynomial function S E S(a,) such that if 
A,(v) = S(v) C&l : v)-‘, A,(v) = S(v) C,,,( 1: v)-‘, 
B,(v) = n(v) C,,Q(l : v), WV) = 4V> c,,,ts : VI, 
where s E W(A), s # 1, then A,, A, are holomorphic on (vR, ac) < E. 
Further, given any uES(<), M>O there exists C=C,,,,,>O, 
I = lu.M,r: > 0 such that 
IIAj(V, u)II <C( 1 + 1~1)’ (j=1,2,vEe,-M<(Rev,a,)<s) 
and 
IIBjCv; u)ll< c(1 +lvl)’ (VEX:, j= 1,2). 
All four estimates arebasically the same and follow directly from (8) and 
(9) of Section 3 together with the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let a, b E R, a > 0, b > 0 and define 
S(z) = r(a + z) - T(b + z)-‘. 
Fix d > 0, M > 0 with d< min(a, b). Then 
sup 
-d<Rez<M 
(1 + (z])-(“+b) IS’“‘(z)] < 00.
Proof: See [23, Lemma 9.1.7.41. 
Proof (of Proposition 2).From (8) it is clear that we may directly apply 
the lemma to the estimates forB, recalling (1)of Section 3. Remembering 
that det C,,dl : v) and det C,,,(l : v) equal zero nly on a finite subset in
(Re v, aa) < 0 and also recalling T(zt 1) = zT(z) we see easily that he 
estimate forA, follows. 
DEFINITION 1. Let Q E P(A) and HE a be such that a&I) = 1. Let 
E > 0 and put 
<(Q : E) = (v E 5 : I Re v(H)/ Q spa(H)}. 
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Let (V,, t) be as in Section 3.There xists a map j: Cai(G :F) + 
C”(G : VF : r) defined by 
j(f)(x)(k, : k,)= f(k, : x: k2) =f(k,xk,) 
(xEG,k,,k,EK). 
LEMMA 2. Let f E Cm(G : F). Zf a E 8 there xists ai, 1 < i < r, such 
that 
Iftx; ‘)I Q i Ilf(xk ai)ll,* 
i= I 
ProoJ The proof follows from the fact that he span of ak(k EK) is finite 
dimensional. Hence, there exists Ui E 8, fi E P(K) such that 
uk = CT= l f,(k) ui. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let Q E P(A), aE 8, u E S(9J, and E > 0. Then there 
exists C = C,,,,, > 0, Y = ra,u,E > 0such that 
llE(Q :y/ : v; u : x; a)llv 
~Cll&(l +Ivl)‘E-“+‘(x>(1 +0 x))‘. 
Proof. See [ 10, Lemma 17.11; E is as in Section 6 infra. 
PROPOSITION 4. There exists a polynomial function P E S(a) and for 
every u E S(.) constants K = K, > 0, k = k, > 0 such that if y,(v) = 
P(v) T,,(v) then 
II L(V; 411 GKU + /VI>” en 
Here E is as in Proposition 2. 
(v E K, Re v < E). 
Proof: For a similar result see [ 12, Lemma 7.11. There t2 is taken to be 
the trivial representation of K. Allowing r2to be arbitrary adds another term 
in the xpression forthe r,,. However, this term is semisimple andcan easily 
be estimated o give the desired estimate long the lines of[ 121. 
Finally, forthe convenience of the reader werecall anestimate of [191. 
PROPOSITION 5 (Trombi [191). Let M > 1 be an arbitrary integer, 
u E U. Then there xists a constant d = d,,, > 0 and for any v > 0, u > 0, a 
constant D = Di;L > 0 such that 
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II E(Q:iy:v:u;uod,)- f \‘ n=O sz4) u(sv - na) 
x i-“(V -po) C,,,(s : v) y/(l) e(s”-na)‘ogo 
I/ 
<D[(l + Ivl)(l + ,,loga,,),de-‘M’““““PU’,;yr,,, 
the inequality holding onX(F) = (v E Y: C < 1 VI < oa }, where C = Max{ C,: 
x E h?(F)}, C, = [xl+ 1, and a E A+(Q) such that ac(log) > u. 
5. ESTIMATES FOR THE DISCRETE SERIES 
Let @’ (0 < p < 2) denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible 
unitary epresentations of G whose K-finite matrix coefficients belong 
to P(G). 
PROPOSITION 1 (Trombi and Varadarajan [21]). Let 71 be an irreducible 
unitary epresentation of G in a Hilbert space 3 such that he equivalence 
cluss of 7c is in ep. Then there xists e.= eO(p) such thut if Y, Y’ are two 
d@erentiuble vectors for 72, we can find a constant C = C,*,! > 0 so that, 
p?(x) Y, ull)l < cqx)~p+“? 
Here, & is us in Section 6 infru. 
Let b be as in Section 2, aCartan subalgebra of Q contained in f(here we 
assume rk(G) = rk(K)). Let P be a positive system of roots for A(Q, 6). P, 
(resp. P,)will denote the compact (resp. noncompact) roots in P. For any 
a E P, let H, be the image of a in b, under the canonical isomorphism of br 
with 6, ; let flB be the unique element inlRHB such that p(fl,& = 2. Set 
PROPOSITION 2 (Trombi and Varadarapin [21], MilEiC [ 151). Let 
L E LB’. Then o(A) E ep ifund only if 
IwT)l > (+ - 1) w (VP Ep,>. 
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6. THE SPACE QP(G:F) 
Let Q E P(A), x = k exp X(k E K, X E s) and define 
z(x) = I, e- oQ(HQ(x)) & 
and 
where /I .11 denotes the norm given by the Killing form. We list here the 
essential properties of the functions u, E. 
(i) E(k, xk,) = Z(x), a(k, xk,) = a(x), a(x- ‘) = a(x), E(x- ‘) = E(x) 
for all k,,k,EK,xEG. 
(ii) There xists positive numbers C, d such that 
1 Q E(a) e”Q(‘oga) < C( 1 + ~(a))~ (0 E Cl@ + tQ>>>. 
(iii) a(xy) < u(x) ta(y). 
(iv) For any compact set f2 c G, we can choose a number a> 0 such 
that 
for all y, , y, E 0. 
(v) There xists r0>0 such that 
I G z’(x)( 1 tu(x))-~~ dx < co. 
Let fE C”(G), aE 0, r E I?, 1< p < 2 and put 
Let 
V,P,,(f) = ;tg k-(x; a)l.F yp(x>( 1 t u(x))*. 
GFP(G :F) = {f E P(G : F): vi,,(f) < 00 Va E 6, r E R}. 
QJ’(G :F) is a Frechet algebra with convolution product. We shall denote by
SP(G) the continuous seminorms onSVp(G :F). It follows from (v) above 
that QP(G : F) c LP(G); it is also clear that C,“(G :F) c QP(G : F), and if 
1 Q p < p’ < 2 then Q”(G : 8’) c QP’(G :F) E Q2(G) =Q(G). Using (i) 
above it is easy to show thatf -+ St!(x) =f(x- I)) is a continuous involutive 
automorphism of Q”(G : F). 
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Let H be the Cartan subgroup ofG fixed inSection 2. If &(G) > rk(K) let 
g;(G) = QP(G). If &(G) = rk(K) let B be as in Section 2 and let us denote 
by T(G : F) the space of cusp forms in Q(G :F). Let VP(G : F) = 
?T(G : F) n OP(G : F) and (&(G) = rk(K)) 
gf,(G)= gHp(G):I f(x)g(x)dx=O tlf~~sF~(G) . 
G I 
Let us also put in this instance %YP’(G : F) equal to the linear span of the 
matrix coefficients of 0(/i) (A E LB+) ( corresponding onlyto those K-types 
belonging toF), where ]A@&] < (2/p - 1) k(j3) for some p E P,, (cf. 
Section 5 for notation). Note that V(G : F) = ‘VP(G :F)OVP’(G :F). 
From [ II] and the fact hat OP(G : F) c Q(G : F) we have that if 
f E QP(G:F) then f = fA + "f = f, + yp + "fp, (fA E g(G :F), 
“fp ETP(G : F), “f, E Vp’(G : 8’)). Asf and “f, EQP(G : F) then we see 
that f, t “fp, E Qp (G : F); moreover, it follows from [ 1 l] that f, t "fp, E 
B;(G : F). 
7. DEFINITION OF THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
For QEP(A), xEM, I~EX~, and aECF(G:F) let FH(a)(Q:x:r)E 
JWLX,F Z&) be defined asfollows: 
G<a><Q :x : v)(f) = n&4(f) (fU&,,). 
Further ifk(G) = rk(K), A E L$ , a as above, let TB(a)(li) E L(ZA,F, 8A,F) 
be defined by
&(a)(A) u = ?r,(a’)o (u E &,F). 
Remarks. (1) ti(F) = {x E I@: (6 :x) > 1 for some 6 E F} and 
x @ M(F) then &(a)(Q : x : V) - 0 (V v E Xc). Similarly, if (w(A) :6) = 0 
V s E F then XB(a)(A) = 0. 
(2) One can show (cf. Campoli [4]) that for each QE P(A), x E M, 
the map u +Sr,(a)(Q :x: v) is entire and of exponential type, i.e., there 
exists A >0, and for each N> 0, C’,,, > 0 st. 
W&)(Q :x : VII < Cd1 + 1~1)~” exp(A I ReVI). 
Here, as in the remainder of this paper ]]A ]I = sup IaA,Mj dim(Z&), where 
(a,,,) is the matrix of A relative to the basis (4, m: y E F, 1 Q m Q n(x : y)} 
(d = (y, 6) E K*, M = (I, m) E Z’) and the sup ‘is taken over A E F* and 
MEZ’suchthat l<l<n&:y)and l,<m<nk:y). 
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(3) By the first remark we see that FB(a)(A) = 0 for all but a finite 
number of A. 
Let  E R, I 2 1, and put 
G(I) = (x E G: a(x) < I}. 
Suppose that rk(G) = rk(K). Fix t E Iri, t > 1 and let a E CF(G : F), 
Supp as G(t). Then as (cf. Harish-Chandra [ 111) 
a = ‘a + aA 
we have for all xE G\G(t) that 
“a(x) = -aA( 
We shall study this relation m re closely. Putfor every s> 0 
A(s)= {aEA:o(a)~s}. 
Then A(s) is a compact subset ofA. The map w: K x A x N + G defined by 
~(k, a, n) = kan is proper. Hence we may choose for every s> 0, t(s) > 0 
such that if P: K x A x N + A is the natural projection he
P 0 ICI- ‘(G(t(s))) c A(s). 
Now let 
4 ,,,dQ :x : xl = j trE,(a)<Q :x: v) $,.,(x)t P(X: v) dv, (1) F 
where &&) = n(&) z(x) n(&) (n = rrc,X,v). Further, let D(G/A) = 
C(G/A)-2y(G/A)-’ w-’ (cf. Ill ]for definitions of these constants). Then
a,(x) = WV4 1 \‘ dk) 4 TMcP,(Q : x : X) 
gh? 
If Q E P(A) let, 
(x E G). 
A+(Q)=(aEA:a(loga)>O VaEd(q,a)). 
LEMMA 1. Fix s > 0. Then given N > 0 there xists C,V > 0 such that for 
all aE CF(G : F) for which Supp(a) c G(t(s)) we have 
Ij&(a)(Q :x : v)ll < C,V( 1 + I vi)-” esiWe”‘, 
the inequality holding for all Q E P(A), xE G(F), v E .T. 
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Proof Let TE End(ZQ,X,,) and set 
(a-)- (T: x) = 
I 
cquxk) ‘y,( l)(U :k) du dk, 
KXK 
(,-)-cQ) (T:a) = d,(u)/ (a-)- (T: an) dn, 
No 
then 
I a(~-‘) E(Q : yT : v : 1 : x : 1) dx = (6)-‘Q’(T : a)e”(‘OgO) da.G I A 
Observe that (a*)- (T: x) # 0 s- ux-‘k E G(t(s)) for so-me U, kE K. But 
o(x) = a(ux-‘k) + x E G(t(s)) and Supp(a’)- c G(t(s)). Butif a6? A(s) then 
an @ G(t(s)) V n E NQ. Hence S~pp(a’)-‘~’ c A(s). The lemma now follows 
from the Euclidean P ley-Wiener theorem. 
PROPOSITION 1 (Johnson [ 131). Fix s > 0 then for all a E C,“(G : F) 
such that Supp ac G@(s)) we have for t > s that, 
Y!F,,,,<Q : x :a,) 
= 2ni C Re s[@(v:u,) C,,dl : v)-’ ~~,,(~)(p:~:~)(l : 1 : 1)] 
Rev<0 
+ 2ni c Re s[@(v :a,) CmQ(l : v)-’ .s . vl_r~(,)(~:~:~)(l : 1 : 1) 
Rev<0 1 
Remark. This is a slight extension of Johnson’s theorem. Here we make 
precise the open set on which aA can be written in terms of residues. The 
extension f llows easily, however, from the preceding lemma. 
Let U denote he union of the following sets: 
(l) {5n,i,j: zn,i,j ---pa Q 0) (cf. Section 3); 
(2) {rE<:r(O and either det Cg,a(l :r)=O or detCD,Q(l :r)=O}; 
(3) (0) if either C,,,(l : V) or C,,,(s : v) has a pole at v = 0. 
Remark. The functions T,(v -pa), C,,dl : v)-l, and CmQ(l : v)-’ are 
holomorphic on T\U. Further there exists E >0 such that n(v) C,,,(l : v) 
and II(Y) C,,,(s : u) are holomorphic on fli. 
For CE U let O,(c) denote he maximum order of the pole of the functions 
v+Tn(v-pQ)Cg,~l :v)-’ at v=< if Re[(O and put O,(c)=0 if [=O. 
Further, letO,(c)(s E W(A), s# 1) denote he maximum order of the pole of 
the functions v + T,(v -pa) CplQ( 1 : v)-’ .s at v = [ if Re 4 Q 0. Note that 
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O,(c) < co (Vt E W(A)). This follows from the fact hat he Z’,, are defined 
recursively and therefore forn, m sufficiently largethe singularities n 
Re v < 0 of Z’,,(V - ps) and Z,(v -pa) are the same (as is their o ders). Fix
QeP(,4) and xEM(F). For AEF*=FXF, say A=(y,d), let Z(A:x)= 
(ME Z’: if M = (I, m) then 1< I < nh : y), 1 < m < nk : 6)). Put 
~(Q:~:v:A:M:x)=(~ a,&> #,,,(Q : XL #,,AQ : xl). 
We shall now choose a basis for the following set: Fix Q and set 
Enumerate U = ([, ..., &, } so that 0> <, > + .e > 4,. Choose the least integer 
m > ii > 1 so that here exists some xE &f(F), t E W(A), 0< k < 0,(&J - 1, 
A E F*, and A4 E Z(A : x) such that rr(Q :x : r&, ;ak(v) : A : M) f 0. Choose a
basis for the set 
8, = (n(Q : x : t&, :d(v) : A : 44): xE h?(F), t E W(A), 
O <j < O,(C,) - 1, A E F*y M E Z(A : X)}e 
Next let i, be such that m > i, > i, > 1 and there exists some x E M(F), 
t E W(A), 0 <j ,< 01($) - 1, A E F*, A4 E Z(A:x) such that 
n(Q : x : t& ; i?‘(v) : A : M) is independent from the already chosen basis 
elements. We then extend the previously chosen basis elements from elements 
of the set 
CT*;= (7c(Q:x:ft;[*;d(v):A:M):~EA(F),tE W(A), 
O<j<O&)-l,AEF*,MEZ(A:x)}. 
Continuing  this way we obtain a basis. 
Let Zbe the subset of
which indexes the elements of8’; and I’ the subset ofZ which indexes the 
above chosen basis. Ifi E Z, say i = (Q, x, tc,,, j, A, M) let us write x(i) for 
rr(Q :x : t&; d(v) :A : M). For i E Z, i’ EI’ define constants C(i:i’) E C by 
the quation 
n(i) = 1 C(i : i’) 7r(i’). 
i’Gl’ 
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Let i,,i,EZ and write i,>i, if ij=(Q,xj,&,,kj,Aj,Mj) (j=1,2) and 
I&,1 > I&,[. Then note that C(i : i’) = 0 if i’ > i. For each i’ E I’ choose 
ait E CF(G : F) such that Supp aj, c G(t(1)) and 
I ai,(x-‘) n(i” :x) dx = 6,,,i,, (Vi" E I’). (V G 
Remarks. (1) The choice of such an aI, is possible since the n(i’) 
(i’ EI’) are real analytic; hence any linear relation amongst the Ir(i’ :x) 
(i’ E Z’) on G(t(1)) would necessarily persist on G. 
(2) Note that a,, is highly noncanonical. However, the following 
proposition sh ws that ‘ai, and the values FH(ai,)(i)(i E Z) are canonical. 
PROPOSITION 2. (1) Zf i’ E I’ and aj, E Cr(G : F), Supp 4, c G(t(1)) 
(j = 1, 2) satisfy (T) then 
“ai, = “af, 
(2) Let i E Z, i’ E I’. Then 
;TH(ai,)(i) = C(i : i’). 
Proox We prove (2) first. We have 
&f(G)(i) = I, a,,@‘) n(i :x) dx 
= 2: C(i : ?‘)I, a,,(x-‘) a(i” :x) dx 
i”EI’ 
= C(i : i’). 
For (1) let 
W= 
I 
a E CF(G : F): Supp ac G(t( 1)) and 
I 
a(x-‘)n(i’:x)dx=OVi’EZ’ . 
G I 
Obviously W is a linear space. Note that as 
FH(a:,)(i) -Sr,(a~,)(i) = C(i : i’) - C(i : i’) = 0 
then a;, - af, E W. The proof of the proposition then follows from the 
following lemma. 
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LEMMA 2. If a E W then ‘a = 0. 
ProoJ: Let E denote the linear span of 8. Then define p:K x K + 
End(C”O(G)) by 
It is clear that p leaves E stable. Further, it is clear that if a E W then 
,fG a(x-‘) 4(x) dx = 0 f or all 4E E. Hence if k,, k, E K, a E W, and ( E E 
we have 
I a(k,x-‘k,) 4(x) dx = 0. G 
Hence by (2) of Proposition 2 andits corollary (below) ehave for all t > 1 
and (k,, k,) E K x K, that 
By Lemma 7.2 of [ 111 we have 
4 .rHwq,dQ :x:a,> = h,,,dQ :x:k,a,k;')- 
It follows then that q4 ,,,,(Q :x) has compact support for all xE A?(F) and 
therefore so does aA. But then as ‘a = a - aA we have that Oa has compact 
support and hence is zero; ‘abeing a real analytic function (i.e., it isa finite 
linear combination of discrete series matrix elements). 
IfiEZ,sayi=(Q,x,tr,k,A,M)(rEU,tE W(A)),andc#O)let 
b,(a) = k!((k - 1)” Laurent coefficient of 
@(v:a)Cnln,(l :v)-‘0 tatv=& 
if [= 0 let 
hi(a) = k!((k - 1 )s” Laurent coefficient of 
@(v : a) C&l : v)-’ 0s at v = 0); 
Here aEAt. 
Remark. If the order of the pole of the above functions is less than k
then obviously b,(u) = 0. 
Let d(i) = d&) (i as above) and i* = (Q,x, t&k, A*, M*), where if 
A = (y, S), M= (I, m) then A* = (6, y), and M* = (m, 1). Further let us put 
vi* = (I/~,*, where 
tr(na.,,u(x) Tie) = K(Q :x : v : A” : M* : x)(Ti, E End(Rc,,“,,)). 
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COROLLARY (to Proposition 2). Let i’ EI’ and notation be as above. 
Then for all aE C,4(1)nAt(Q), 
(ai,), (k,ak,) = 271(-l)“* D(G/A) x d(i) C(i* :i’) 
is1 
x hi,(a) IJI~,(~, : 1 : k ). 
Let a E CF(G : F) and suppose that Supp ac G(t(1)). Then if i E Z 
obviously we have 
ST,(a)(i) = 1 C(i :i’)XH(a)(i’). 
i’EI’ 
Consequently, if we let xE u(F), vE 6, A E F*, M E Z (A : x), and 
F,(Q:x:v:A:M)=;T,(a)(Q:x:v:A:M) 
- 1 Sr,(a)(i’)Sr,(ai,)(Q :x : v : A : M)
i’SI’ 
h,(Q :x : x> =1 trP',(Q : x : v) 6&>1 Ax : v) dv F 
(where FJQ :x : v) is the matrix operator on &&F whose matrix relative 
to the basis {#,,,(Q :x): y E F, 1 < 1 < n(x : y)} is given by 
(F,(Q :x : v : A : M))) then as 
F,(i) =&h>(i) - c G(a)(f) ST,(ai,)(i) 
i’EI’ 
=X*(a)(i) - 1 &(a)(i’) C(i :i’) 
i’EI’ 
= 0 
we see that h, = D(G/A) CxEdyj dk) tiF,(Q :x) belongs toC?(G) with 
support contained in G(t( 1)). 
8. THE SPACE W~(~:F) 
Suppose that for each Q E P(A), x E s(F), F(Q :x) is a function defined 
on F=(Q: 2/p - 1) and taking values inthe set of linear endomorphisms of 
OF P,X,F. Let S(T) denote the symmetric algebra over <. We consider 
elements of S(K) as differential operators f functions defined on K (in the 
usual way). Suppose that he function F(Q: x) is Cm on Int(*(Q: 2/p - 1)). 
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For each uE S(.), aE IF?, let 
VP,,,(F) = SUP llW2 :x : v : u)ll(l + 14)” 
(1 .I( denotes the norm introduced in the preceding section a d the sup is 
taken over Int(sT,(Q: 2/p - 1)) and x E u(F). 
Let us now introduce some further notation; letZ, (resp. Z;) denote he set 
of indices i E 1 (resp. i E I’), i= (Q,x, CC, k, A, M), where [E UnK(Q: 
2/p - 1) = UP. We shall a so let 
A Q,,Q*(S :x :v> = %(<F> dQ,,Q2(S :x : v> %(L-)r 
where s E W(A), Q,, Q, E P(A), x E a(F), v ESr’, and 7c2 = q,,,x,U, 
7c, = 72 QOSYJU 
DEFINITION 1. Let gG(e : F) denote he linear space of functions f the 
following type: For each Q E P(A), x E &I, G(Q : x):Xc(Q: 2/p - 1) -+ 
L(4.X.F’ RQ,,,F) such that G(Q :x) = 0 if x6? a(F) and, 
(1) G(Q :x) is holomorphic on Int(<(Q: 2/p - 1)) 
(2) IfQ,,Q,EP(A),sE W(A),XE~(F),~E~‘~~~~A~,,~~(S:X:V) 
G(Q, :x : v) = G(QZ : sx : su) APllPl (s:x : v) 
(3) For all aE R, u E S(K), 4,,(G) < 00. 
(4) In the notation of Section 7;
G(i) = x C(i : i’) G(i’)’ (i E I,). 
i'E1' 
Here G(Q :x : v : A : M) = c&Q :x : v) $,,,(Q : x), #6,m(Q :x)) if A = (y, S), 
M = (I, m). 
We topologize q$(c : F) using the seminorms v”,,, (U E S(6), aE R*). It 
is not difficult to show that with this topology w&(C? :F) is a FrCchet space. 
Let us denote bySP,(e) the set of continuous seminorms on ‘%7pH(e : F). 
DEFINITION 2. Assume t-k(G) = rk(K), B c K is a Cartan subgroup of
G. Let wg(6 : F) be the linear space of all functions L: LB’ + L(ZA,,,&,,) 
such that L(A) = 0 unless A E LB+(F) and pi(L) = sup(1 + II/i II)” 
llL(A)ll < co (Va E R). Here the sup is taken over A E LB’, and IIL(A 
denotes the norm introduced b fore relative to the basis {(,,JA): y E F, 
I <l<n(A :y)}. 
We topologize V;((? :F) using the seminorms & (a E R). Again it is easy 
to show that V$(e : F) is a Frichet space. Denote by S;(e) the continuous 
seminorms on@‘g(e :F). 
‘See the remark preceding Lemma 1 below. 
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DEFINITION 3. We let aP(G : F) be the following space of functions: 
(1) if rk(G) >r-k(K) let gP(G : F) = %‘;(G :F) as topological- sp ces. 
(2) if rk(G) = rk(K) let gP(G : F) be the linear subspace of 
+Y$(G :F) x 5Y$(G :F) of those functions G = (GB, G,) which satisfy the 
following linear relation (cf. Section 7 for notation); 
G&4 : A : M) = 21 XB(ai,)(A : A : M) GH(i’) 
i’EI’ 
I 
for all A E LB’ such that 1A(H,)] < (2/p - 1) k(P) for some positive (r lative 
to some fixed ordering) oncompact root of the pair (g, b); here k@) = 
$ CasP ]cz(i!?J, P a positive system for A(g, b), p(fi,) = 2. G,(A : A : M) of 
course denotes the matrix of G,(A) relative to the basis ($,,(A): y E F, 
1 <l<n(A :y)). 
Give 5Y$(G :F) X’Z7p(G: F) the product topology and %Yp(G: F) the 
induced topology. It is clear that with this topology P(G : F) is a closed 
subspace of @i(G : F) x Vt(G : F). Hence @P(G : F) (in the case of equal or 
unequal rank) is a Frechet space. 
Remark. For any GE gg(G: F), u E S(3& v--t G(Q :x: v; u) is 
uniformly continuous on Int(K(Q: 2/p - 1)) and hence extends to a 
continuous f nction on Yc(Q: 2/p - 1); we denote the xtended function by 
G(Q:x:v;u). InparticularifiEU,,i=(Q,X,f(2/p-l)p,,j,A,M)then 
by (4) of Definition 1 we intend byG(i) this extended function. 
LEMMA 1. Let S(Y :c?&) denote the usual Schwartz space of L = 
L@F?.X.F Z&)-valued functions (L being given the norm defined in 
Section 7)defined on the real Hilbert space ST. If GE %‘$(C? : F) and 
r E Int(&(Q: 2/p - 1)) then the function G,(Q : x) : v + G(Q :x : r + v) 
belongs toS(F : 3o,&. Moreover, the map G + G&Q : x) is continuous. 
Proof. The proof follows easily on noting that ]I< + v]12 = 
llrl12 + 11412 > 11~112- 
Let Sr = FM if rk(G) >rk(K) and Sr = (&, XH) if rk(G) = rk(K). We 
shall show that jr is a continuous injection of QP(G : F) into qp(G : F) by a 
sequence oflemmas. The fact that ST is injective follows from the works of 
Harish-Chandra [9-lI]. We shall first how that &: QP(G : F) + 53’g(G : F) 
and in the case that B exists hat XB: gp(G : F) -+ q$(G : F). This will of 
course prove that Sr maps qp(G) into wp(G) in the case of unequal rank. 
We must wait until the nd of the next section to complete the proof that X
injects Bp(G : F) into BP(G : F) in the case of equal rank. 
LEMMA 2. The map ;rH maps gp(G : F) continuously into @L(C? :F). 
Before proving this lemma we state a lemma which shows that he integral 
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defining F”(a) (a E SF’(G)) isabsolutely convergent forvEK(Q: 2/p - 1). 
This lemma is just arestatement of Lemma 3.5.4 of[20]. 
LEMMA 3. Let 4 be a Bore1 function fG such that 
I q%(x)1 < cqxy %) (1 + a(x))’ 
for all x E G, C and 1 being positive constants. 
.b f(x; a> 4( 
Then L(f)= 
x1 d x converges absolutely forall f E QP(G), aE 8 and L is a 
continuous linear functional. Zf 4 E C”(G), and both 4 and b*# (b* denotes 
the image of b E 6 under the canonical nti-involution of 8) satisfy 
estimates of the above form for all b E 8 deg b< deg a, then for all 
f E SFp(G), I, af . 4 dx = I, f. a*# dx. 
Proof (of Lemma 2). As 
II&Aa)(Q : x : v>ll < ( 4x-') II ~,,,,&>ll dx 
G 
then it follows from Proposition 3.4 and the preceding lemma that he 
integral defining sT,(a)(Q : x : V) is absolutely convergent. Moreover, using 
Lemma 3 we see that derivatives of XH(a)(Q : x) : &(Q : 2/p - 1) -+ 
L(4.X,F’ Rc,xqF) for vE Int(&(Q :2/p - 1)) can be computed bydifferen- 
tiation under the integral sign. Inparticular, XH(a)(Q : 2) is holomorphic on 
Int(;T,(Q : 2/p- 1)). Using Lemma 1.3 we have as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.5.5 of [20] that as 9 is a finite module over sjw =p(3) then 
given any u E S(Fc), a E R, there exists v E $ such that <,a(RH(a)) < v(a) 
(Va E QP(G : F)). It is obvious from the definition of Y”(a) that properties 
(2) and (4) (for those i = (Q, x, tl, k, A, M), where [E Int(<(Q :2/p - 1))) 
of Definition 1 hold. We need an argument ifc& Int(Xc(Q : 2/p - 1)). 
If c @ Int(&(Q :2/p - 1)) we note by the stimate of Proposition 3.4 that 
I, a(x) z(i : x) dx is defined. Hence if i= (Q,x, tc, k,A,M) and i, = 
(Q, x, tv, k, A, M) then by the Dominated Convergence Th orem 
I a(x) z(i :x) dx = 1~: 5a(x) n(i, :x) dx 
Hence as n(i) = Ci,EI, C(i : i’) z(i’) then flH(a)(i) = Ci,EI, C(i : i’)XH(a)(i’) 
(cf. the remark follow!ng thechoice ofl’). Hence, Lemmi2 is proved. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that rk(G) = rk(K). Then ;Ts maps QP(G : F) 
continuously into @‘g(G :F). 
Proof As Vp(G : F) c @(G : F) and the K-finite matrix elements of the 
discrete series belong to G?(G) then it follows that he integral defining 
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X&a)(A) converges absolutely forall /1 E LB’. Further, as,U(W :/i) = 
II/i II2 - /16,l/2 it follows from Lemma 3 (with p = 2) that given rE IR there 
exists v E Y(G) such that ,uF(YB(a)) < w(a) (V a E OP(G : F)). 
We shall now state he principal result ofthis ection; namely, that Y is 
an injective map of V’(G : F) into gp(G : F). However, the proof of property 
(2) in the case of equal rank will be deferred until the nd of the next section. 
Note in the unequal rank case Theorem 1is already proved. 
THEOREM 1. jT is an injective mapof P’(G : F) into STp(C? : F). 
9. FORMATION OF QP(G: F) WAVE PACKETS 
This section was done in partial collaboration with David Ragozin. In
paticular, the idea of forming the wave packet 4FH-.FMH(BF.) (FE P'(e : F)) is 
his. This removed a restriction on p, 1 < p < 2 which Ihad on an earlier 
draft ofthis paper. The crucial lemma (Lemma 6) was outlined by him. 
Let us fix FE 5Y;(G :F). Put 
Further, let
&(x) = c F(i’) a,,(x) (x E G). (1) 
i’E$ 
F, = F - s’,&). 
Remark. (1) Note that as IJ,I < co then /I, E C,“(G), Supp /3F E
GM1 >I- 
(2) *(2/p - 1) pp may belong to U (cf. Section 7). Hence if i’ E ZL, 
say i’ = (Q,x, t<, k, A, M) (with c= (2/p - 1)~~) then F(i’) is defined 
according to the discussion preceding Lemma 1.8. 
LEMMA 1. For all iE ZP, F,(i) = 0. In particular, the function FO(Q :x) 
has a zero at every cE UP of order equal to the maximum of the order of the 
pole of the functions v -+ T,(v -pa) C,,,t( 1 : v)-’ ot (t E W(A)) at v = [. Zf 
*(2/p - l)p, E Up this is taken to mean that he appropriate derivatives of 
F, when extended to*(Q : 2/p - 1) vanish at *(2/p - l)p,. 
The proof of the lemma follows easily from (4) of Definition 1.8 and (2) 
of Proposition 2.7.
Define OF0 as we did in (1) of Section 7 (with F,, replacing &(a)). For 
each xE it?(F) let C, = 1x1 + 1. Let E, be as in (i) of Section 3 and e2 as in 
(6A) of Section 3. Choose 6, > 0 so that, 
580/40/ 1~8 
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Next choose q, E YR so that with the ordering induced on a* by A ’ (Q) we 
have 
pa < -E,, < Min(C), (2) 
where the minimum is taken over i E U n Int(sT,(Q : 2/j7 - 1)). We define 
contours a in Fig. 1. 
As s(t) = -y(t) has the same trace as yz but with opposite orientation then 
it is clear that for any continuous complex function f we have, 
j f(z)dz=( f(-r)ffz. 
71 72 
The function v -+ E(Q : v~,(~:~:,.) :v: 1 :x: 1) ,u(x:v) = tr(F,(Q:X:v) 
I,,,,,& : v)} is analytic in the strip YfO for ail Q E P(A), 
FIGURE 1 
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x E @a and x E G. Hence, if Y(F)= {vEST:C<IrI < co] (C= 
Max{ C, : x E A?(F)}) then recalling the notation of Section 3 we have 
b&Q :x : x) = ( E(Q : vFo(Q:pu) : V : X)PcI(X : V>&
YI 
+ 
I WQ : vFo(Q:x:v) : v : x)Pti :v> dv. F(F) 
Propositions 1.4 and 3.4 make it clear that he derivatives of bF,(Q :x) can 
be computed bydifferentiating under the integrals above. Trivially Y(F) is 
invariant u der the action fW(A). Hence, applying (2) of Section 3 and the 
above observation, we have for all aE A+(Q), 
b&Q :x:a)=l 1 @(WV :a) cQ,Q(w : v, %‘,,(Q:& > ah : ‘1 ” 
y, WPWA) 
x vFo(Q:x:", (1)/4x: v)dv 
= 5 c @(v : a) CQIQ(W : w-5) 2-W) wew.4) 
+ 
5 
@tv : u) cQ,Q(l : v) '&(Q:~&)~ti : '> dv 
Yl 
+ 
1 
qv : a) C,,,(s : -Iv> ~FO(Q:X:s-I”)(l)~~ : s-5) dv 
Y2 
(s in this last equation and below stands for the nontrivial element ofW(A)). 
Let M be an integer, A4 > 0. Put (cf. Section 3)
@Jv : a) = f T,(v -pa) e(“-n=)(‘oga), 
n=D 
4P(v : a) = epQc’oga)@(~ : a) - Qp,(v :a). 
Recalling theidentities of (7) Section 3 and the results of Section 3 we have 
from Fig. 1that 
c(A)-’ dQ(“) b&Q :X : a) 
= f @Mh :u) c,,dl : v>-’ ~F,(Q:,:,,(l) dv 
rdd 
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+ 
f r2ko) 
- 
5 
\‘ 
y3(zo) WWU) 
@&f(v : a) c&Q : v>-l owFo(Q:p-l”)(l) cfv 
+ c(A)-* M 
I @ cv : a> cQ,Q(l : v, ~F',(Q:x:u) (l)dx: v)dv :‘I 
+ c(A)-* @Jyv : a) CQIQ(W : w-5) l&Q,,,,.l”,(l)/& : s-5J)dv 
+ \‘ . 
J 
W’EW(A) .+-(I3 
@(v : a) c@+$l : v)-’ ’ w~&,(Q:q:,,-L”)(l) dv. 
LEMMA 2. Let notation beas above. Then for all aE A+(Q), uE ‘u 
f @&,(V : a; u) cc,& : v>-’ %,,(Q:x:&) dv 
rh) 
+ 
f 
&(v : a; u) C,,,( 1 :v)-’ 0Sw~O(p:x:S-I”)( 1) dv = 0. 
r2ko) 
ProoJ The lemma follows easily from the Residue theorem and 
Lemma 1. 
Remark. Using the estimates d rived inthe preceding sections it is not 
hard to show that derivatives of +FO(Q :x) with respect to A can be computed 
by differentiation under theintegrals in the above xpression for &,(Q : x). 
FixMEZ,M>l.Let,uEEU{(03},suchthat~>CandsetY(I;:/f)= 
{v E Y(F): Iv1 <,u}. Then for all aE A’(Q) let 
and 
b,,dQ :x :P : a) = ,E;c,, I,,,:,, % (v :a) Cm41 : VI-' 
' Who(Q:,:,-dl)dv 
b,,dQ : x : a) = $~,,,,,(Q :x : 00: a>. 
LEMMA 3. LetaEA+(Q), uE2t, then 
b,,,(Q :x : a; u) = ?‘E (Q.&Q :x : ,u :u; u). e 
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ProoJ From the estimates of the preceding sections it is not hard to 
show that he functions 
v + QM(V :a; u) C&v(l : v)- lo wFo(Q:x:w-‘“)(l NW E WA)) 
are Lebesgue integrable on F(F). The lemma now follows from the 
Dominated Convergence Th orem. 
Let notation be as above and let 
Further, set
@,(F,:Q:x:v:u) 
= -c L &(V : a) C,,@v(l : v)-’ 0WFO(c:x:W-ll,)(l). 
WE WA) 
LEMMA 4. Let a E A +(Q), uE 8. Then 
&,,dQ : x : P : a; u> 
= I ,f(~~p,~M(FO:Q:x:v:u;u)dv+ ij @M(F,:Q:x:v:u;~)dv, 
c : j=3 yi 
where y3 = y3(q,) and y, = yj(u, EJ, for j = 4,5. +FO,M is independent of he 
choice of E,, E SrR satisfying (2).
Proof: All statements follow from the analyticity of r-t 
@(F, : Q : x : v : a) on and interior t  the contours r,(u, E ,) (j= 3,4). 
LEMMA 5. ForufluEU,uEA+(Q), 
$.,(F,,:Q:x:v:u;u)dv=O. 
Proof: By Lemma 9.1 of [ 111 we have 
11 vF,,(Q:X:~) It <4x)- “’ [tr FdQ : x : v) F,(Q :x : v)*] y2 
(the star denoting the adjoint of alinear map of h&). Hence applying the 
estimates of Section 3 we have that 
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II J;- t- @,(F,:Q:x:v:a;u)dv 5=4 Yj(La.EO) 
5 
< const. \’J ,24 y,O19&0) (1 + Ivl*)-2 Id”] : e na(loea)+n II=0 
< const. J ’ (1 + eiu* +p*)-*du Q const. (1+ ,u*)-*. 0 
COROLLARY. LetaEA+(Q), uE%, QEP(A),xEfi(F). Then 
(0 +F,,MtQ :x : a; 4= J @,(F,:Q:x:v:a;u)dv ~c(E0.m) 
+ J @,(F,:Q:x:v:a;u)dv YdEO) 
(ii) d,(a) +F,(Q : x : a> 
=c(A)*( @,(F,:Q:x:v:u)dv 
+-c7,(ro,m) 
+ J [ E(Q : WF~(Q:X:") : V : a) ~Q(U) T(F) 
+ J @“‘(v : a) CQ,Q(~ : VI wF~(Q:X:~)(~)CI(X : V> dv Yl 
+ J P(V 1 U) CQ,Q(S : S-‘V) ~~p(~:x:s-t~)tl)Pk : s-‘v)dv* 72 
Further, all derivatives of +F,(Q :x) from ‘u can be computed by dzaren- 
tiution u der the integrals in expression (ii) above. 
THEOREM 1. Let notation beas above. Zf 
h&x)=D(G/A) z Wb,(Q :x: 1:x: 1) .@M(F) 
then $FO E QP(G). Moreover, the map F + $F, is continuous. 
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Proof It suffices to how that for every bE (5, TE R there xists 
,u E SP,(G) such that 
y; (1 +4x)) r .5--up(x) II b, ;b)ll <Pm
Using the fact that G= KC&4 +(Q))K and the radial component formula for 
any b E 8 (cf. [2 11) it suffices to show that 
sup 
(IEA +(Q) 
(1 + o(a))r e(up)pQ(‘oga) II+&; u)ll < iuP) c*> 
for all IE R and u E 2l. In order to show (*) holds we must estimate th
integrals ppearing in(ii) of the corollary bove. Let us call these 
Z,(Q:x:a) (1<j<4). 
Remark. Obviously the map F + F, is a continuous mapof %‘;(G :F) 
into itself. It suffices then to show there exists P’ E S$(G) such that he right- 
hand side of (*) is $(F,,). 
In order to prove the theorem we need two lemmas. Let us fix E, > 0 
satisfying (2).
LEMMA 6. Let P(v) be an arbitrary polynomial function on < and 
R(v) = (v -pJk, where k < Max{O,@,), OS@,)] and pp = (1 - 2/p)p,. Let 
u E S(4) then there xists p E S;(c) (depending on R and U) such that if 
F,f,(Q :,y :v) = R(v) Fo(Q : x : kv) 
then 
sup IIf’ G,,(Q : x :vi u>ll </@o), (3) 
here the sup is taken over Q E P(A), xE j@(F) and We, = {V = ( + iv: 
rlE&,undp,<<<-eo}. 
Proof: Let r = lpP + .q,l/2, A(pp : r) = {v E E : Iv - p,,l < r}. Then from 
the definition of SFg(G :F) it is clear that as l/l v - pplk stays bounded on 
WE, n cA(p, :r) then there exists p, E S:(G) such that (3) holds if the sup is 
taken (in the v-variable) only over WE, n ‘A@, : r) and the right-hand side is 
replaced by p,(F,,). Hence it remains toshow that here exists pClt E S$(G) 
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such that (3) holds where the sup (in the v-variable) is taken over 
WEOnA@,:r). ButifvE W,,,nA@,:r)and 
%(Q :x :v> = ' F,(Q I : x : f [t(v - p,) +pp]; a%>) dl 0 
then 
G,dQ : x : v) = (v ~p,)k Fo(Q : x : *v>, 
where c= + 1 if we consider F$ and is (- 1)” for F;. Hence, if we let A > 0 
be such that 
IP(v>l G A (v E WE, n A@p : r>> 
and let for G E 5FL(G :F), pz E SP,(G) bedefined by 
/Q(G) = SUP A IIWQ :x : v; a”(v) u>ll 
the sup taken over QE P(A), xE &f(F), v E Int(&(Q :2/p - 1)) then as 
F&(Q :X : V; U) = 
I 
’ F,(Q : x : f [t(v - p,) + pp]; a”(v) u) dt 
0 
(cf. the Remark following Definition 3.8) we have 
SUP IV’(v) G,,z(Q : x : vi u>ll 
< IP( f IIF,(Q :x : f [t(v -p,> + P,]; a’(v) ~111 dt
0 
< A#,). 
Now take p= 2 Max(p,,y,}. 
Let V(Y) denote he usual Schwartz space of the Euclidean spaceST. 
LEMMA 7. Let notation beas in Lemma 6. Let WE, ~ = W,, nFR. For 
t E K,,n:, let 
G&Q :x : v : k, : m : k,) = WFgfR(P:X:l+vj(k, : m : k,)
where Q E P(A), xE &f(F), v E X, k, , k, E K and m E M. Then G,(Q : x) E 
@(ST) @ C*(M : V, : 7). Moreover, ifP is an arbitrary polynomial function 
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on 5 and u E S(.) then there exists ,aE SP,(C?) (possibly depending onP, u 
and R) such that 
sup IV’(v) GAQ : x : v; n)lly G Z@,) K E WE,.,+) 
the sup being taken over Q E P(A), xE A?(F), and v EST. 
Proof: The first part of the lemma follows from the definition of r,~* ; i.e., 
$(Q :x : v : kl : m : k2) =tr{K~~p(Q:X:(l+v))(k2 : k,) 441 
and the results of [11, Sect. 61. 
The second fact follows from the already mentioned fact hat ]] wr]] < 
dh)- ‘/* [tr TT” ] ‘/* and Lemma 6. 
Let us now return tothe proof of Theorem 1. By the results of Section 3 
we may write 
5 T,(v -pa) C,,,w( 1 : v)- ’0 W = n$O B,,,(v)/(v - pp)k”.w, 
n=O 
where k n,w <O,@,,) and B,,,(v) is holomorphic on {v Ez: -EL < 
Re v < -co}, where -E; ( pp. Suppose then vE ‘8, rE IR, r> 0. Then for 
rE WQ#’ 
(1 +o(a))’ c dh)I,(Q:x:a;v) 
XEA(F) 
= 1 dk) =f 2 e(t-PQ-ndlogo 
X&F) n=o weW(A) 
X (1 +4a)Y j v(t +v - na -pa) B,,,(v) 
9 
where F,,,,,(Q : x :v) = (v - pJmknsw F,(Q : x : v). Now combining the usual 
facts about Q(Y) and Lemma 7 we see that here exists ,u, E SP,(C?) such 
that 
sup v aEA +(Q) $$F) W IN1 +o(a))‘Z,(Q :x : a; 411v 
As this holds for all rE WC, R we have that rcan be replaced by pp. 
In order to estimate I, we use Proposition 5.4.From the xpression for I, 
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we see that here exists a constant C >0 possibly depending on v, ME Z, 
M> 1, such that for all aEA+(Q)nC,4(1), 
\‘ 
x%F) 
dh) \I( 1 +o(a))r Zz(Q :x: a; n)ll 
Let B > 0 be such that 
cc1 + 4J)) r+&.,w e-u(‘ow) Q B 
for all aE A +(Q) n A( 1). Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 7 one easily 
shows that ~Fo(Q:p) belongs toG?(Y) 0 C”O(M :V, : r). Moreover, by the 
estimate (It’ll < dk)-“* tr[TP]‘/* we deduce that F, -+ yFn is a continuous 
map. Hence, if a@f E F(F) @ C”(M : VP : r) let 
v(aOf>= ;~gB(l + 1~1) r+dcM+2 la(u)\ llfll (,(l + jv~)-‘dr. 
Choosing M sufficiently largewesee that here exists ,u, E SP,(& such that 
sup e(yp)p~(‘OgO) -T 
pZtF> 
dh) II(1 + a(u))‘Z,(Q : x : a; v)ll <p,(F,), 
where the sup is taken over A+ (Q) n ‘A (1). 
The estimates of I, and Z, are very much the same; hence we shall only 
do I,. 
As the trace of y, is a compact set we can by the stimates of Section 3 
interchange the summation a d integration o obtain the following estimate: 
&iF) 
W ll(1 + 4a))‘ZdQ :x:a; VII 
< x d(x) x e-na(‘o*n)( 1 + o(U))l 
xCni(F) n>M+ I 
x I ‘i, llv(v -Pa- na) T”(V - PQ> C,,,(l : VI
X VF~(Q:X:~) (1) pCy : V) e”(‘oga) II dv. 
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As the trace of y, is bounded away from the set U then by Propositions 4.2 
and 4.4 we have that here exists a constant K >0 such that he above is 
<K c d(y) 1 emna(loga)en( 1 + o(u))r 
XE‘W) n>M+ 1 
Arguing as in the preceding estimate it is clear that by choosing M 
sufficiently largethat here exists ,u, c S;(G) such that 
sup c dk) II e(yp)Pa(‘og ‘)( 1+ ~(a))~ Z3(Q :x : a; u)(], < Z@,) 
x&f) 
the sup taken over A+(Q) n cA(1). 
Repeating theabove analysis forI, we see that given b E 8, r E I?, there 
exists p E S;(G) such that 
sup 
XECG(I(I)) 
(1 + c(x)) ‘=-YP(x) Ilh,(x; b)ll <iu(F,) 
for all FE IFi(G :F). But F, restricted to X belongs tow2(G : F). Hence 
by [ 111 there exists $ E S;(G) such that 
:g (1 + dx>> r.T- ‘(4 11 IF&; b)ll < P’V’,). 
As z(x) does not vanish onG and G(t(1)) is compact wemay choose C > 0 
so that 
c-‘<E(x)-‘<C 0’~ E W(l)) 
then 
sup 
xsG(t(l)) 
(1 + a(x))’ =-Vp(x) ]I#F&X; b)]] Q ctYp- ‘%‘(&I). 
Obviously, however, the map F, + (F,, restricted to X) is continuous hence 
Theorem 1 is completely proved. 
THEOREM 2. Let notation be as above and recall the notation f 
Section 7.Define & as we did &, (replacing F, by F). Then & - Go,), 
belongs to W’(G : F). 
Proof: We note simply that 
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10. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF INJECTIVITY 
Assume for this ection that r/c(G) = rk(K). We have not as yet shown 
that if z E%Yp(G :F) then 
.FB(a)(A : : M) = x ;Ts(aic)(A : A :M)&(a)(?) 
i'EI' 
P 
for all ,4 E LB’ such that here exists some positive noncompact root /I of the 
pair A(g, b) such that In(E&] < (2/p - 1) k@?). But by Theorem 2.9 
4 F”(O) - Ga,)A E qp(G : F)Y 
where /I, =pFHH(=). Then 
a -P, = aA - @o>a + ‘apt - oPa,pl + ‘ap - oPa,p. 
As a -P,, aA - &>A, and Oap - oPn,p belong to QP(G : F) then ecessarily 
‘ap, - o/3n,p, E %?P(G :F) IT “FP’(G :F) = {O}. Hence we have 
‘apI = oPa,pl, 
which implies that 
ST,(a)@ :A : 44) = x YB(ai,)(A 
i’EI’ P 
: : M) ;T,(a)(i’), 
as desired. 
11. MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 1. The map Y is an algebra isomorphism of QP(G : F) onto 
%Q(t: F) (0 < p < 2). 
ProoJ In the case of rk(G) >rk(K) the result follows directly from 
Theorem 2.9. In fact as 5F$(G :F) = SP(G : F) and da,), =pF then as 
& -/I, EQP(G : F) and C?(G) cQP(G : F) then obviously 4, EFp(G : F). 
Moreover, as 5Fp(G :F) c Q *(G : F) then we know from [ 111 that sT(#F) = 
&&&) = F. The continuity follows from Theorem 1.9. 
It remains then to consider the case of equal rank. Let F = (F,, FH) E 
@?P(G :F) and put, 
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and 
We know from Theorems 1.9 and 2.9 that if 
then 
PFH(x) = 1 FJi’) ait (xE G) 
i’E1’ 
P 
O,, - ca,,,), E gp(G : F) 
and if vE SP(G) there exists ,L E S;(e) such that 
V@F” - &J/4 > G /@II)* 
Clearly asIj, is a finite set here exists for any v’ E P(G), D’ E S$(e) such 
that 
Choose ,u’ corresponding to v above then we have 
where ,u, = 2 Max{p, ,a’ }. As opFH,P E QP(G : P) then we have 
4F” + oPFH.p’ E QP(G : F). 
But (putting LB+,p, = {A E LB’ : lA(r7,)1< (2/p - 1) Ik@)l for some non- 
compact /3> 0}) 
= *;+ d(A) ,c, ilp’) 
x &+)(A : A : MO, n(A : A* : M* : x) 
= c d(/i) c F,(A :A:M)n(A :A* :M* :x) 
A “L&Y A,M 
= 4FB.p’w. 
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Hence 
&, + q& E Fp(G : F) * 0, E gp(G : F). 
If v E P(G) then as 
Then it is clear by the definitions of “pFH,,, and#FB,P that here exists 
r E S;(G), p E SP,(e) such that 
Hence, letting ,u2= 2 Max{po, p } we have the result. 
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